
Mellel is an advanced word processor for Mac OS X, designed 
especially for scholars, creative and technical writers, or anyone 
seeking a feature-rich and reliable multi-lingual word processor.

Add style to your Hebrew pages by using Hebrew World's "Most 
Beautiful Hebrew Letters." These great letters come in 9 styles
that are integrated into this special edition of Mellel. You can 
use them for titles, logos, web pages, letterheads or newsletters. 
Since you insert each letter as a picture (.jpg) you can scale the 
size of the letters to fit your needs. 

The list of languages Mellel supports is long and impressive, but 
can be summed up in the following: Mellel fully supports all the 
scripts that are based on the Latin (Roman) alphabet, Chinese, 
Japanese and Korean (along with numerous variants and sub-
scripts), Cyrillic and Greek alphabet, Arabic and Persian alphabet, 
Hebrew, Syriac and any other language written from right to left.
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✑✃Auto Spell Check checks spelling as you type, in Hebrew and English!✃
✑✃Export files to Adobe® PDF format  ✑✃Coloring of nikud and trope 
✑✃Complete text of the Siddur with nikud ✑✃Bookmarks and Hyperlinks  
✑✃Widow and orphan control ✑✃Hundreds of decorative and patterned 
page borders ✑✃Text boxes ✑✃Automatic bulleting, numbering and outlining 
✑ Yiddish support ✑ Drag and drop editing, unlimited undo of previous 
aactions ✑ Easy-to-use, customized placement of nekudot and trop with 
Intelli-Accent ✑ Many Hebrew and English fonts ✑ Drop Caps ✑ Inserts 
tables, columns, graphics, footnotes, headers and footers easily ✑ Enables 
creation of templates ✑ Many useful add-ons ✑✃Hebrew keyboard stickers 

Includes: The complete Tanach, Mishna & Siddur
Exports any document to Adobe® PDF format 

World's best Hebrew/English Word Processor!

The DavkaWriter Platinum 6 handles nikud and trope precisely. It supports 
both the phonetic and standard Hebrew keyboard layouts, and features an 
on-screen visual Hebrew keyboard, which makes text entry easy for those
unfamiliar with the Hebrew keyboard layout. It includes a special ‘low
underline’ feature which ensures that nikud is not obscured, has search and 
replace that matches nikud or trope, and the ability to select text of one 
language flanguage from a multi-lingual document, Jewish-themed page borders, 
and print preview that show the pages side by side, from right to left. 


